Variability of suspended-sediment concentration at tidal to annual time scales in San Francisco Bay, USA
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Abstract

Singular spectrum analysis for time series with missing data (SSAM) was used to reconstruct components of a 6-yr time series of suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) from San Francisco Bay. Data were collected every 15 min and the time series contained missing values that primarily were due to sensor fouling. SSAM was applied in a sequential manner to calculate reconstructed components with time scales of variability that ranged from tidal to annual. Physical processes that controlled SSC and their contribution to the total variance of SSC were (1) diurnal, semidiurnal, and other higher frequency tidal constituents (24%), (2) semimonthly tidal cycles (21%), (3) monthly tidal cycles (19%), (4) semiannual tidal cycles (12%), and (5) annual pulses of sediment caused by freshwater inflow, deposition, and subsequent wind-wave resuspension (13%). Of the total variance 89% was explained and subtidal variability (65%) was greater than tidal variability (24%). Processes at subtidal time scales accounted for more variance of SSC than processes at tidal time scales because sediment accumulated in the water column and the supply of easily erodible bed sediment increased during periods of increased subtidal energy. This large range of time scales that each contained significant variability of SSC and associated contaminants can confound design of sampling programs and interpretation of resulting data. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd.
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1. Introduction

Various processes cause suspended-sediment concentration (SSC) in an estuary to vary over time scales ranging from seconds to years. Turbulence, semidiurnal tides, diurnal tides, other tidal harmonics, lower frequency tidal cycles, wind waves, watershed inflow, and climatic variability cause SSC to vary with time. Lower frequency variability is more difficult to quantify because continuous SSC time series are difficult to collect for a long duration (months) and analytical tools typically require complete series with no missing data.

Consideration of subtidal variability of SSC is necessary for evaluating some water quality objectives for San Francisco Bay. Mercury is one of many contaminants associated with sediment particles, so SSC is a good estimator of mercury concentration (Schoellhamer, 1997). The water-quality objective for mercury in the water column is based on a 4-day average concentration. The 4-day averaging period virtually eliminates the influence of semidiurnal and diurnal tides, leaving subtidal processes to determine whether the
water-quality objective is satisfied. Schoellhamer (1997) found that the objective often is violated during spring tides and is satisfied during neap tides because tidal energy, SSC, and mercury concentration covary.

In this study, 6 yr of SSC data collected in San Francisco Bay were analyzed to determine the relative importance of various time scales and associated processes. Calibrated optical backscatterance sensors made measurements every 15 min, but some data were invalidated by biological fouling. A modified version of singular spectral analysis that accounts for missing data was used to determine the components of the SSC time series.

2. Methods

2.1. SSC data

The U.S. Geological Survey has established a network of eight sites in San Francisco Bay at which SSC is monitored (Buchanan and Ruhl, 2000). Optical backscatterance sensors are deployed at two depths at each site and measurements are collected automatically every 15 min. Water samples are collected periodically, analyzed for SSC, and the results of these analyses are used to calibrate the sensors. An SSC time series collected at middepth (4 m above the bed) at Point San Pablo (Fig. 1) was chosen for analysis because it is one of the longer (almost 6 yr) and more complete (73.5% valid) time series available (Fig. 2). Water-level data also are collected at Point San Pablo every 15 min (Buchanan, 1999). Most freshwater inflow enters San Francisco Bay at Chipps Island and is estimated by the Inter-agency Ecological Program (2001). Wind-speed data were available at Carneros in the southern Napa Valley across San Pablo Bay from Point San Pablo (California Irrigation and Management Information System, 1999).

2.2. SSAM data

SSA is essentially a principal components analysis (PCA) in the time domain that extracts information from short and noisy time series without prior knowledge of the dynamics affecting the time series (Vautard et al., 1992; Dettinger et al., 1995). The objective of PCA is to take a set of (often) time-dependent variables and find a new set of variables that are uncorrelated and, thus, measure different dimensions of the data with most of the variance contained in fewer variables (Manly, 1992). Principal components are calculated by multiplying the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix and the data. The variance of each principal component is equal to its eigenvalue and the sum of the variances of the principal components is equal to the sum of the variances of the original variables. Each principal component describes a known fraction of the variance of the original variables. Principal components are sorted by decreasing variance and, typically, the first several contain most of the variance.

SSA is similar to PCA in that \( M \) variables are created by lagging the time series of interest from zero to \( M - 1 \) time steps (Vautard et al., 1992). Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the lagged autocorrelation matrix and principal components are calculated. The time series is decomposed into reconstructed components (RCs) by multiplying the principal components and eigenvectors. With the sorting used, the RCs are ordered by decreasing information about the original time series. Most of the variance is contained in the first several RCs, which typically are nearly periodic with one or two dominant periods, and most or all of the remaining RCs contain noise. A pair of RCs containing similar variance normally represents each period that is smaller than \( M \) with significant energy in the original time series. SSA typically is successful at identifying periods in the range \( 0.2M-M \). One or two RCs contain variations in the time series with periodicities greater than \( M \). SSA has been applied to continuous blocks of SSC data from San Francisco Bay that were 14–70 days long; several tidal signals were identified and the fortnightly spring/neap tidal cycle accounted for about one-half of the variance of SSC (Schoellhamer, 1996).

SSA was modified to permit missing data (SSAM) and the reader should refer to Schoellhamer (2001b) for details. This modification eliminates the need to screen, fill, and subdivide time
series prior to applying SSA and allows analysis of longer, but incomplete, time series. Missing values are ignored when computing the lagged autocorrelation matrix. When computing each value in a principal component series, if the fraction of missing data within window $M < f$, then that value is assigned a missing value. In this study, $f$ was set equal to 0.5. If any principal component value is missing, then the corresponding RC value also will be missing.

Schoellhamer (2001b) successfully tested SSAM with corrupted synthetic SSC time series. Noise, long data gaps, and randomly assigned missing values were used to corrupt a synthetic time series. Despite these defects, SSAM was able to reconstruct the known synthetic components of the time series.

2.3. Application of SSAM

SSAM was applied to the SSC time series from Point San Pablo and to decimated time series, which allowed for a constant window size $M = 120$. Window size $M$ limits the periods that can be recognized by SSAM, and as $M$ increases, the computational requirements increase. Initially, SSAM was applied to the 15-min data with a 30-h window (pass 1, Table 1). Then the data were decimated with a centred, 1.25-h running mean (averaging five time steps). If more than one-half
SSAM was applied to the decimated data (1.25-h time step) with a window size of 120 (150 h; pass 2, Table 1). The decimation and SSAM windows were increased sequentially by factors of five for passes 3–5 to allow all periods from 0.25 to 781.25 days to fall within the optimal range of analysis for one application of SSAM (Table 1). Each SSAM pass to the data removed high frequency ($M < 120$) variability from the signal, reducing the variance of the remaining time series. To calculate the relative contribution of an RC from passes 2–5 to the original time series, the eigenvalue was multiplied by the ratio of the variance of the time series used for that pass to the variance of the original time series.

3. Results

Several time scales of variability were identified by the analysis and 89% of the total variability was attributable to five specific physical processes (Fig. 3). The five time scales of variability that were identified are described below: (1) diurnal, semidiurnal, and other higher frequency tidal constituents (24%), (2) semimonthly tidal cycles (21%), (3) monthly tidal cycles (19%), (4) semiannual tidal cycles (12%), and (5) annual pulses of sediment caused by freshwater inflow, deposition, and subsequent wind-wave resuspension (13%). Pass 5 produced an interannual RC (not shown) that contained 3% of the variance. This RC was not obviously related to climatic variations but was, in part, attributable to two shifts in sensor calibration after severe fouling and a change in the calibration method.
3.1. Diurnal, semidiurnal, and other higher frequency tidal constituents

The first pass of SSAM with a window size of 30 h separated the tidal constituents (Fig. 3A) from the subtidal components. Tidal constituents account for 24% of the total variability and contain semidiurnal, diurnal, terdiurnal, and quarter diurnal constituents. An example of 3 days of tidal variability and the corresponding SSC RC is shown in Fig. 4. During this time, three major SSC maxima occurred per day. This probably occurred because of advection of turbid water from San Pablo Bay, and perhaps resuspension, increased SSC during both ebb tides, sediment resuspended during the stronger flood tide, and SSC did not increase during the weaker flood tide.

3.2. Semimonthly tidal cycles

When the principal semidiurnal tidal constituents ($M_2$ and $S_2$) are in phase every 14.76 days spring tides result and when the principal diurnal constituents ($O_1$ and $K_1$) are in phase every 13.66 days, tropic tides result. These semimonthly perturbations of tidal range alter the tidal energy and SSC (Fig. 5). For example, greater SSC during spring tides could be caused by greater resuspension of bottom sediment by greater tidal currents.
or by increased tidal excursion that is large enough to transport turbid water from shallower water to Point San Pablo during ebb tides (Ruhl et al., 2001). Tides predominantly are semidiurnal, so spring tides have a greater effect on SSC than tropic tides. SSAM was not able to differentiate between the effects of spring and tropic tides on SSC.

3.3. Monthly tidal cycles

Other tidal constituents combine to vary tidal energy on a monthly time scale, with a resulting response in SSC (Fig. 6). Spring and tropic tides combine to create strong spring tides (solstitial tides) during the summer and winter solstices and combine to create the weakest (equinoctial) tides during the spring and autumn equinoxes. Variability of the monthly RC is greatest during solstices and smallest during equinoxes.

3.4. Semiannual tidal cycles

Solstitial and equinoctial tides also create a semiannual SSC signal (Fig. 7). The semiannual variation results in SSC that is greater during solstices than during equinoxes.

3.5. Annual influx, deposition, and resuspension of sediment

In San Francisco Bay, an annual cycle of deposition and resuspension begins with large influx of sediment during large freshwater flows in winter (Goodwin and Denton, 1991; Schoellhamer, 1997; Oltmann et al., 1999). The first freshwater pulse in winter delivers a relatively large amount of sediment compared to subsequent pulses. Much of this new sediment deposits in shallow water subembayments. Stronger westerly winds during spring and summer cause wind-wave resuspension of bottom sediment in these shallow waters and increase SSC (Ruhl et al., 2001). The ability of wind to increase SSC is greatest early in the spring, when unconsolidated fine sediments easily can be resuspended. As the fine sediments are winnowed from the bed, however, the remaining sediments become progressively less erodible (Conomos and Peterson, 1977; Krone, 1979; Nichols and Thompson, 1985). The annual variability of SSC detected by SSAM reflects this.

Fig. 5. Water level at Point San Pablo (A) and reconstructed components primarily containing variability associated with semimonthly tidal cycles, water year 1996 (B).
annual cycle of sediment influx, deposition, and resuspension (Fig. 8).

4. Discussion

SSC variability caused by diurnal and semidiurnal tides is most obvious in an estuary but accounts for only 24% of the SSC variance observed in this study. Recognizable variability at longer (subtidal) time scales accounted for 65% of the variance of SSC and noise accounted for the remaining variance (11%).

Processes at subtidal time scales accounted for more variance of SSC than processes at tidal time scales because sediment accumulated in the water column and the supply of easily erodible bed sediment increased during periods of increased subtidal energy. Sediment tended to accumulate in the water column during periods of stronger tides or wind because the duration of slack water was on the order of minutes in San Francisco Bay and, thus, limited deposition. For example, suspended sediment accumulates in the water column as a spring tide is approached and slowly deposits as a neap tide is approached (Schoellhamer, 1996). During a tidal cycle, the exchange of sediment between the water column and bed via deposition and resuspension, the supply of easily erodible bed sediment, and SSC increase as the subtidal energy increases (Schoellhamer et al., 2000). In addition, the supply of erodible sediment that experiences wind-wave resuspension in shallow water varies seasonally (Conomos and Peterson, 1977; Krone, 1979; Nichols and Thompson, 1985).

Shorter, continuous SSC time series from other estuaries also indicate that SSC varies with semimonthly and monthly tidal cycles. Semimonthly spring/neap tidal cycle variability of SSC has been observed in many estuaries where continuous SSC time series of 8 days to 13 months in duration have been collected (Uncles et al., 1994; Wolanski et al., 1995; Kappenberg et al., 1996; Lindsay et al., 1996; Fettweis et al., 1998).

To quantify the contributions of various tidal periods to SSC in the Seine estuary, Guezeñec et al. (1999) applied spectral analysis to 5 months of SSC data. Power spectral density was significant at 4 periods. Energy at semimonthly and semidiurnal periods was equal. Energy at monthly and
quarter diurnal periods was equal and contained almost one-half of the energy contained in the first two periods. The ratio of semimonthly and monthly variability to tidal cycle variability was about one in the Seine estuary compared with 1.7 in San Francisco Bay. SSC varied semiannually in San Francisco Bay, but this was not observed by these studies, possibly because the time series were shorter or semiannual variability was unimportant or masked by other processes.

The annual cycle of SSC and freshwater flow in San Francisco Bay differs from that observed in Weser and Elbe estuaries where multiyear SSC measurements also have been made. In San Francisco Bay, SSC is greatest in spring when wind waves resuspend sediment delivered during high winter flows (Fig. 8). In the Weser and Elbe estuaries, however, high-freshwater flows destroy the estuarine turbidity maxima (ETM) and reduce SSC (Grabemann et al., 1996). In San Francisco Bay during low flows in summer and autumn, SSC decreases as the supply of erodible sediment decreases. In the Weser and Elbe estuaries during low flow, SSC increases as sediment accumulates in the ETM. Point San Pablo is not in an ETM but the same annual cycle that includes decreasing SSC during low flow is observed in San Francisco Bay in Carquinez Strait (Buchanan and Ruhl, 2000; Fig 8) where there is an ETM (Jay and Musiak, 1994; Schoellhamer, 2001a).

The large range of time scales present in the SSC time series from San Francisco Bay pose great technical challenges for monitoring and management of the Bay. Semiannual and annual variability are more difficult to quantify because time series of long duration (years) are difficult to collect and analyze. Variability at these larger time scales is significant (25%) in San Francisco Bay and can confound analysis of SSC and related data, such as sediment-associated contaminants, if the sampling design is short in duration or coarse, relative to the larger time scales. Tidal variability also is significant, however, and can mask subtidal variability if a sampling program is short in duration, relative to the subtidal time scales, and coarse, relative to tidal time scales. Sampling programs for SSC and related data should consider variability at all significant time scales to reduce the potential of an interpretive error.

This analysis identified five time scales of variability and associated processes, but annual riverine influx of sediment was not identified as a
distinct process. Riverine influx of sediment to San Francisco Bay is greatest during the winter rainy season. This new sediment deposits on the bottom of the Bay, where it begins a cycle of resuspension, transport, and deposition. Thus, the suspended mass in the Bay is almost exclusively derived from resuspension by currents and wind waves, not riverine input. The RCs primarily contain resuspension signals, not influx signals.

5. Conclusions

Singular spectrum analysis for time series with missing data was used to reconstruct components of a 6-yr time series of suspended sediment concentration from San Francisco Bay. The time scales of variability ranged from tidal to annual. Physical processes that controlled SSC and their contribution to the total variance of SSC were (1) diurnal, semidiurnal, and other higher frequency tidal constituents (24%), (2) semimonthly tidal cycles (21%), (3) monthly tidal cycles (19%), (4) semiannual tidal cycles (12%), and (5) annual pulses of sediment caused by freshwater inflow, deposition, and subsequent wind-wave resuspension (13%). 89% of the total variance was explained and subtidal variability (65%) was greater than tidal variability (24%). This large range of time scales with significant variability of SSC and associated contaminants can confound design of sampling programs and interpretation of resulting data. Processes at subtidal time scales accounted for more variance of SSC than processes at tidal time scales because sediment accumulated in the water column and the supply of easily erodible bed sediment increased during periods of increased subtidal energy.
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